MUNZUR UNIVERSITY

Munzur University, located in Tunceli, duly performs its duties in order to be one of the most competitive universities of Turkey. Free thought and scientific approach are the cornerstones of Munzur University that is heavy demanded by both students and lecturers.

As a newly-established university, Munzur University aims to be a universal one with its features like being modern and having scientific background. Munzur University enables the students with advanced technology and aims to promote students’ intellectual, social, cultural and sportive development.

Faculties of Engineering, Aquaculture, Economics and Administrative Sciences, Letters, Communication, and Fine Arts Buildings are on Aktuluk Campus. Institute of Social Sciences, Institute of Science and Technology, English Preparatory School Building, Tunceli Vocational School Building and Health College are on Aktuluk Campus, too. Addingly, Aktuluk Campus includes a Library, Rectorship Administrative Building, Rectorship Residence, Lodging Building, Central Cafeteria and Dining Hall, Gym, Central Research Development Laboratory and Central Education and Training Laboratory.

In two towns of Tunceli, depending upon Munzur University, there are Vocational Schools that provide training for students: Çemişgezek Vocational School (110 kms away from Tunceli city center) and Pertek Sakine Genç Vocational School (60 kms away from Tunceli city center). Pülümür (66 kms away from Tunceli city center), Hozat (85 kms away from Tunceli city center), Nazimiye (36 kms away from Tunceli city center), Mazgirt (30 kms away from Tunceli city center) and Ovacık (59 kms away from Tunceli city center) are also towns of the city including dependent programs on Munzur University.
THE MISSION STATEMENT OF MUNZUR UNIVERSITY

The mission of Munzur University is to reach, produce, apply and promote knowledge, and to educate individuals with that knowledge for the social, cultural, economic, scientific and technological development of our society and humanity. As Munzur University, we aim to come up with admissible solutions to the problems of the humanity like water, environment, food and energy. This is to be done by bringing teaching, research and social services up to universal standards.

THE VISION STATEMENT OF MUNZUR UNIVERSITY

Munzur University distinguishes with its innovator, dynamic and participative characteristics. With research and development activities, it comes up with solutions to human and social problems, develops a relationship with East and South-East neighbours of Turkey, and aims to advance as a technology-based universal university.
INSTITUTES

Institute of Social Sciences
- Sociology
- Economics
- Business Administration
- Management and Organization

Institute of Science and Technology
- Food Engineering
- Electrical and Electronic Engineering
- Geological Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Environmental Engineering

COLLEGE

Tunceli Health College
- Midwifery
- Nursing
- Nutrition and Dietetics
- Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation

Vocational School and Programs

Tunceli Vocational School
- Computer Programming Program
- Organic Agriculture Program
- Child Development Program
- Electricity and Energy Program
- Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Technology Program
- Food Technology Program
- Construction Technology Program
- Map and Cadastre Program
- Accounting and Tax Application Program
- Hair Care and Beauty Services Program
- Aquaculture Program
- Fashion Design Program
- Medical Documentation and Secretary's Program
- Laboratory Technology

Cemşüz Vocational School
- Pediatrics and Youth Services Program
- Finance, Banking and Insurance Program
- Secretary and Office Management Program
- Management and Organization Program
- Accounting and Tax Application Program
- Computer Technology Program

FACULTIES

1- Faculty of Engineering
- Department of Computer Engineering
- Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
- Department of Civil Engineering
- Department of Mechanical Engineering
- Department of Bioengineering
- Department of Food Engineering
- Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
- Department of Chemical Engineering
- Department of Geological Engineering
- Department of Mechatronics Engineering
- Department of Environmental Engineering

2- Faculty of Aquacultures

3- Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences
- Department of Business
- Department of Economics
- Department of Political Science and Public Administration
- Department of Labour Economics and Industrial Relations
- Department of Public Finance
- Department of International Relations
- Department of Econometrics

4- Faculty of Letters
- Department of Turkish Language and Literature
- Department of Zazaki Language and Literature
- Department of History
TRANSPORTATION

Tunceli offers a variety of transportation by highway networks and by airway. Since it is a staffed university training many students, there are a lot of direct coach services from & to all major cities. In Elazığ, there is an international airport only an hour and forty-five minutes away from Aktuluk Campus in Tunceli. You can use minibuses that provide transportation between Munzur University and Elazığ Airport. Direct flights from this airport connect Tunceli with different cities like Ankara and İstanbul in Turkey. There are regular public buses and minibuses running between the campus and the city center. Minibuses leave for/from the campus when they are full, which usually takes less than 5 minutes. Transportation from the main campus and the city center to other locations is also easy.

SPORTS&LEISURE FACILITIES

Munzur University offers its students many opportunities regarding social, cultural and sports facilities. The social and cultural facilities include an outdoor sitting area on the main campus, that gives the students free atmosphere they need and enable them to socialize in any way they wish. Located on the main campus by the lake, there is a restaurant serving delicious meals of Tunceli.

In addition to these, there are football fields, tennis courts, basketball and volleyball fields and an indoor sports facility. All these facilities are available to both students and university staff.

There are also many student clubs such as Theatre Club, Music Club, Economy Club, Folk Dance Club, Football Club, Volleyball and Basketball Clubs, Education and Research Club, Young Entrepreneurs Club, Environment Club, Geology Club, Science and Art Club, Tourism and Organization Clubs etc. that arrange several activities related to their own fields.
ACCOMODATION ALTERNATIVES

For incoming students, Munzur University provides dormitory for accommodation. Incoming academic or administrative staff can prefer to stay at some guesthouses of public institutions like Health Directorate, State Hydraulic Works Directorate and Forestry Operation Directorate. In Tunceli, there are 4-star hotels like Grand Şaroğlu Hotel and Demir Hotel both of which provide their guests with good service.

Contact Information:

The Guesthouse of Health Directorate: +90 428 213 22 87
The Guesthouse of State Hydraulic Works Directorate: +90 428 213 18 98
The Guesthouse of Forestry Operation Directorate: +90 428 212 10 31
Grand Şaroğlu Hotel: +90 428 212 14 24
Demir Hotel: +90 428 212 55 01
TUNCELİ

An Anatolian province surrounded by mountains exhibiting a majestic view, Tunceli is a land with untouched natural beauties and an area of rocky steep cliffs displaying a wild appearance. This province with its peculiar characteristics is surrounded by Munzur Mountains and Karasu River in the North and West; Bingöl Mountains and Peri Water in the East and Keban reservoir in the South. This province lies 133 kilometers (83 miles) north of Elazığ.

Tunceli has followed a similar historical evolution as other cities of Eastern Anatolia. Beginning with the Urartians, it changed hands among Persians, Romans, Byzantines and Ottomans, and today it is a modern province with remains from these periods.

One important ruin is the fortress of Pertek, outside the city, on the road to Elazığ. It was built in the Middle Ages, and is a place to be explored by sightseers. Mazgirt fortress and several old bridges are other historical

Another beautiful spot nearby is the Munzur Valley National Park with its wide natural resources. It is possible to make use of the curative properties of its mineral springs. This site is also an ideal destination for mountaineers and the whole park possesses a wonderful scenery that will amaze nature lovers.

Tunceli hosts various kinds of flowers, endemic plants, endangered mountain goats, grizzly bears and wildcats, Kutudere, Halvori Spring and blessed Munzur Spring, Zağge (Zenginpınar) and Dereova Waterfall and Keban reservoir. In Ovacık, there is a ski centre to enjoy snow in winters. In summers, you can swim in Munzur River. You also have the chance to do rafting. With all these characteristics, Tunceli is a unique place.
We waiting you to our University!

GOURMET DELICACIES
Adana Kebab
Stuffed Meatballs
Döner Kebab
İskender Kebab
Lahmacun
Turkish Type Ravioli
Steak Tartar a la Turca

LOCAL DISHES
Zerepet
Sirekurt
Sirepati
Keşkek
Kavut
Patila

PLACES to VISIT in TUNCELİ
Munzur Valley National Park
Munzur Spring
Halvori Spring
Pertek Fortress
Bağın Fortress
Bağın Spa
Mazgirt Fortress
Rabat Fortress
Til Mound
Tahar Bridge
Zenginpınar Waterfall
Dereova Waterfall
Ovacık Ski Center
Yelmanıye Mosque
Eltihatun Mosque

PLACES to VISIT in NEIGHBOURING CITY, ELAZIĞ
(140 kms away from Tunceli)
Hazar Lake
Harput Fortress
Golan Spa
Keban Reservoir
Buzluk Cave
Çirçir Waterfall
Sori Waterfall
Virgin Mary Church
Elazığ Archeological and Ethnographic Museum

CONTACT INFORMATION
International Relations Office:
Tel: +90 428 213 17 01 / Fax: +90 428 213 17 90
E-mail: erasmus@munzur.edu.tr
Web: www.munzur.edu.tr
Address: Munzur University International Relations Office
Aktuluk Campus Faculty of Engineering 1st Floor, No: 129
Tunceli/Turkey